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COMMISSION DECISION - March 2004

-PREPARATORY ACTION ON THE ENHANCEMENT OF THE EUROPEAN
INDUSTRIAL POTENTIAL IN THE FIELD OF SECURITY RESEARCH.
Programme to advance European security through Research & Techn.
- Security Mission Industry Group (SMIG) network was launched to
prepare the input to 1st call of the EC preparatory action.

- Situation Awareness: SURVEILLANCE OF BORDERS

·

An integrated, multi-sensor, interoperable system based on the use
of remote and local means of surveillance (e.g. airborne, UAV, etc..)
and multiple sensor concepts (e.g. SAR, electro-optical systems,
sonar, tracking & tracing, etc.) is essential to manage who and what
enters European homeland to prevent the admission of terrorists and
the instruments of terror through borders, coastline and harbours.
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EUROPEAN PARLAMENT DECISION –
Jan. 2004

The White Paper has been approved on:
“Space: a new European frontier for an expanding Union. An action
plan for implementing the European Space policy”.
Global Monitoring for the Environment and Security (GMES) was setup jointly by the Commission and ESA, in support of environment,
agriculture, fisheries, transport, regional development
by observation systems that may be in space, on the ground, in the
air or sea-borne.
Risk management is required for natural (floods, earthquakes, storms,
forest fires, landslides and drought) and industrial hazards.
Resolution approved by European Parliament:
Calls on the Commission to consider, within the framework
programme initiatives and as a complement to GMES operations, the
subject of UAV which, because of the height at which they fly (20
km, compared with 400 km for satellites), could make it possible to
remotely detect fires of small dimensions immediately (before they
spread) and to monitor borders electronically (for improved defence);
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The Need For A New
Remote Sensing Platform

Satellite instruments provide infra-red and visible imagery that
helps fire crews understand burning conditions. However, there are
limits imposed by the temporal availabilities and spatial resolutions
of existing remote sensing platforms and instruments.
Satellite sensors are more suited for large time range, low
frequency; thus, they are unsuited for short-cycle rapid monitoring.
In fact, if we make a comparison between the several satellites
system (BiRD, AVHRR, GOES–8, ABBA, MODIS, LANDSAT, SPOT,
RADARSAT, etc.) used for earth observation we can conclude as
they are USELESS for real-time fire fighting or flood control
decision-making or for agriculture crop ripeness, border
surveillance, etc. due to their limited spatial resolution (from 24
hours to 26 days; only GOES-8 update data every 15-30 minute but
with spatial infrared resolution of 4km).
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The Need For A New
Remote Sensing Platform

Need New Remote Sensing Platform
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BiRD/DLR

USA Homeland Security
Dept. of Homeland Security expects to receive more than $41 billion in 2004
The Homeland Security Research Corp. predicts that overall spending on domestic
security will climb to $180 billion in 2008.
The Department of Homeland Security’s Bureau of Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) evaluated the Predator B used during Operation Safeguard to
identify potential threats crossing the southern border illegally.

USA Homeland Security – EO/IR Sensors
Electro Optical – Infrared (EO/IR) identification technology is
advanced enough that it can identify a potentially hostile target the
size of a milk carton at an altitude of 60,000 feet.
Cloudy conditions and high humidity climates can distort the
imagery produced by EO and FLIR (Forward Looking Infrared)
equipment.

IR image

EO image

USA Homeland Security – SAR Sensors
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems can produce high resolution
imagery in inclement weather.
Better performance by accompanying SAR with ground moving
target indicator (GMTI) radar technology,
If an illegal border entrant attempts to transit through dense woods
or mountainous terrain, UAVs would have a greater chance of
tracking the violator with thermal detection and SAR sensors than
stationary video equipment which is often used on the borders.
SAR-GMTI
Pentagon SAR image
0.3 m resolution

Predator TESAR
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Homeland Security –
Airborne or Ground Sensors

UAVs are less expensive than other manned aircraft used on the
borders. Actually, is made by piloted airplanes (several personal) or
from military ships, increasing the cost tremendously.
The unit cost of UAVs varies widely. The Shadow UAV costs
$350,000 while the Predator costs $4.5 million.
Unit cost of a P-3 manned aircraft used by U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement is $36 million.
Black-hawk helicopters which are frequently used on the borders
cost $8.6 million per unit. However, the benefit of the Blackhawk’s
relative low unit cost is diminished by its lack of endurance (2
hours and 18 minutes).
In Spain, the cost from Morocco (about 50-60 km) are controlled
with a radar system (SIVE) at a cost of 145 M€.
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GLOBAL AVIATION
NEW CHALLENGES

Class A – ATC Pos Cntl

CRITICAL ASPECT
It is necessary to have long endurance (at
least weeks or months) platform to avoid
interference with civil transport traffic.
This would be possible only by solar or
hydrogen powered platform.

Class E - 5 sm Vis

Class E
3 sm Vis / 250 Kt Speed

VESPAS: VERY-LONG ENDURANCE SOLAR
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POWERED AUTONOMOUS STRATOSPHERIC
AIRCRAFT

•High Altitude (17-20km) UAV flying for long period of time (6
months) by a solar-power & fuel cells system.
•Pseudo satellites, with advantage of being much cheaper, of more
detailed land vision due to their relative closeness to the ground
and more flexible than a real satellite. Self-launched and easily
recovered for maintenance.
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Solar-powered Platform

Energy is derived from sun radiation by means of solar cells; excess
energy is pumped back into a fuel cells energy storage system;
during the night, the platform would maintain the altitude by the
stored (solar) energy.
•From a flying altitude of 17 km, an area of about 300-400 km in
diameter would be covered for communication transmission if the
onboard antenna irradiation diagram is properly chosen.
•Just 4-5 platforms would cover the whole of Italy from North to
South and 7-8 platforms the entire south Mediterranean Sea from
Spain to Israel.

FOREST FIRE DETECTION
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BiRD / DLR

Airborne BIRD – height 3000m
The IR-sensor-system of the BIRD satellite and of the ABAS system use machine
cooled IR-push-broom sensors based on Cadmium Mercury Telluride (CMT) line
arrays. a CMT-Infrared Module with 640x512 pixels could be used as a detector.
•Detection of small forest fires (where fire area might be less than 1% of pixel area)
•to resolve the 300K background temperature with temperature resolution of < 0.3K
•not to saturate from a 1200 K fire occupying the full pixel.

SECURITY AND ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION
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Anti illegal immigration system is possible from a high altitude
stratospheric pseudo-satellite. An infrared or electro-optical sensor
would be installed on board to detect, also in adverse climatic
weather, boats with illegal immigrants or terrorists reaching the
south European coasts from North Africa or middle east countries.
From high altitude (17-20 km) VESPAS stratospheric pseudosatellite, all the Mediterranean Sea could be electronically
controlled by 8-9 platforms, drastically reducing in such way the
service cost and tedious work.
The infrared sensors developed by DLR and AIM could be
implemented to be applied to this new system architecture by
measuring the thermal emission from the boat engine.
E-O camera and Forward Looking Infrared Radar (FLIR) sensor can
also provide precise and real-time imagery to a ground control
operator.
Particular attention has to be dedicated for studying the cloudy
conditions and humidity climates effects on the imagery produced
by E-O and Infrared equipment.
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AGRICULTURE REMOTE SENSING

Water is a limiting factor in many countries for plant production
and the importance of water availability for people and agriculture
will increase in the near future.
Water stress in plants leads to an increase of the plants
temperature due to reduced transpiration rates as a consequence
of limited water availability.
Thermal infrared remote sensing allows to measure
temperature differences in vegetation. Water sufficiency can be
detected much earlier than visual diagnosis by thermal remote
sensing.
Vegetation temperature also gives information on the
ripeness of cereals. Low altitude platforms allow a higher ground
resolution, making thermal remote sensing a new information
source for water management in agriculture as well as an early
data source for crop ripeness.

NASA Solar-powered UAV
4 Solar-powered platforms (Pathfinder, Pathfinder+, Centurion,
Helios) designed & manufactured by AeroVironment, under NASA
contract: more than $100 million financed by NASA to obtain the goal
of a demonstrator had to continuously fly for 3-4 days in year 2003.
In 1998 Pathfinder + exceeded 24 km of altitude in a 15 hours flight.
In summer 2001, HELIOS (AeroVironment) solar-powered platform
sets a new world record of 29350 metres (96863 ft).

Pathfinder

Centurion

Helios

FOREST FIRE MAPPING
NASA – UAV FiRE (First Response Experiment)

Combined use of
thermal multispectral scanner,
integrated on UAV,
+ satellite image
data telemetry
system + near-realtime image georectification and
rapid Internet data
dissemination to
disaster managers.

HELIPLAT® (HELIos PLATform)
WT=750kg; Wpl=100kg; Preq=6.5kW; Ppl=1kW;
Vc=71km/h (TAS); Solar cell effic. 20%; Fuel cell effic. 60%
Sw=176.5m2; b=73m; ARw=30.2; S ht=28m2; b=17.5m;
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EC – 5FP
Multi-disciplinary optimization
computer program:
1) Solar radiation change over year
2) Altitude;
3) Wind speed;
4) Mass and efficiency of solar cells
5) Mass and efficiency of fuel cells
6) Aerodynamic performances;
7) Structural mass.

® Trademark: Dept. of Aerospace Eng., POLITECNICO DI TORINO

CAPECON SHAMPO

WT=925 kg; Wpl=100kg; Preq=6.7 kW; Ppl=1.3 kW;
Vc=90km/h (TAS); Solar cell effic. 20%; Fuel cell effic. 60%
Sw=192 m2; b=73 m; ARw= 28; S ht=25 m2; b=12 m;
DIASP

(Solar Hale A/C Multi Payload & Operation)

EC - 5FP

POWER SYSTEM: FUEL CELL
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Exposing the anode to hydrogen fuel and
the cathode to oxygen results in electricity
without combustion of any form, only
producing water and heat.

Helios Solar power system
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Test of Hydrogen-Oxygen PEM Fuel Cell Stack at
NASA Glenn Research Center (February 2003)

The fuel cell stack tested was a 64-cell hydrogen oxygen PEM unit
designed and built by Lynntech, Inc.

Hydrogen and Oxygen tanks

QUANTUM Technologies WorldWide, Inc.
Ultra-light-weight, low permeability, hydrogen and oxygen tanks for the
next generation Helios fuel cell prototype aircraft. critical for achieving
the high specific energy and for minimizing reactant gas loss required for
the energy storage system. Gas, is typically stored at 200 - 250 bar.
Tanks designed for fuel cell vehicles have been developed to store
hydrogen at pressures of up to 700 bar to maximize vehicle range.

Benefits of fuel cell powered aircraft
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• Increased reliability VS. internal combustion engines
• High efficiency
• Low noise (only prop noise)
• Improved comfort and easy maintainance
• Reduced life cycle costs
• Low (No) emissions

FAST ec/CTC/NASA E-Plane
HOWEVER
Gasoline =13,200 WH/kg
@ 20% effic. Net = 2600 WH/kg
Best LiIonBatts= 200 WH/kg
Still a 13:1 advantage for Gas!!

FAST ec/CTC/NASA E-Plane
DIASP

Placement
of components

BOEING LOW EMISSION E-PLANE
DIASP

The electric motor will produce about 50 kilowatts. The research project, led by the Boeing
Research and Technology Centre in Madrid, Spain, includes Intelligent Energy (UK), Diamond
Aircraft Industries (Austria), the Spanish companies Sener and Aerlyper, Polytechnic
University of Madrid, Polytechnic University of Catalonia and Advanced Technology Products
(ATP), from the United States.
Additional power for takeoff and climb will come from lithium-ion batteries.

Technologies – fuel cells
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DENER

1 : 12

WATER

1/12 Electrolyser
• Peak power: 2800 W
• Max H2 mass flow: 500 Nl/h
• Pressure: 9 bar

H2

O2

H2
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POWER SYSTEM: SOLAR CELLS
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Helios Solar-powered UAV
Bifacial solar cells –
• weight 0.4 kg/sq.m.
• Front side efficiency 22 %,
Backside efficiency 11 %
placed on transparent wings.
• More than 60,000 solar cells:
dimensions (70.3 x 31.24 mm)
produced by SunPower Corp.
• The total costs for HELIOS
solar cells reached around US$
9 million (200 US$/W).
• The weight of each motor is
less than 5 kg. Length of both
propeller blades is 1,7 m.

POWER SYSTEM: SOLAR CELLS
HELIPLAT
Solar power density increases with altitude from 800 W/m2 (AM
1.5) on the ground to 1367 W/m2 in space (AMO),
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• High efficiency (14-16%) thin (2-300 microns) single-crystal silicon cells are today available at low price (about 800 €/m2) .
• Higher efficiencies (up to 21%) very thin (50-70 microns) single-crystal silicon
cells are also available, although at higher price (about 25-30 k€/sq.m) .
Alternative
• Improved Triple Junction with
Substrate: Germanium & Solar Cell Structure: GaInP2/GaAs/Ge
• Efficiency > 23-26% (@ AM0 1353W/m2 28°C)
• Specific Weight = 0.84kg/m2 (bare cells)

Critical Aspect:
•High efficiency thin-film photovoltaic cells system
•Costs (should be less than 10.000 €/sq.m).
•Solar cells efficiency highly dependent by their functioning
temperature, different along span.
•A Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) is necessary to largely
exploit the local power peaks, significantly improve the average
total efficiency of the power process.

Technologies - Solar Cells
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Roadmap for production of ultrahigh-efficiency solar cells
(EMCORE)

HELIPLAT
DELET

Propulsion system

Propulsion system
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Technologies - electrical engines

DELET

The system:

On board Direct Drive Motor
Bearing

• 8 propellers
• Direct-drive DCbrushless motors
brushless
motors

Rotating shaft
• High torque to weight ratio
• High efficiency
• High efficiency over a wide power

range

• Extreme environmental conditions
[-55 < Tamb < 35 °C;

1/12 < P < 1 atm]
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Propulsion system

DELET

Plastic Multi Disc Axial Flux Permanent Magnet
Motor: characteristics
• Type: Multi Disc Axial Flux Brushless Permanent Magnet
• Power: 2.25kW Nominal speed: 500 –1000 rpm
• Disc Structure Materials: composite (Natural Ketron Peek +
Glass Reinforced Ketron Peek)
• Efficiency: 94.7% take off --- 95.7% level flight

Propulsion system
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Configurazione AraDmod - R=1.15
Quota: 17 000 m
Velocità: 20 m/s
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CRITICAL ASPECTS
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• Aerodynamic behaviour at very
low Reynolds number
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• Wind tunnel experimental test
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CAPECON SHAMPO Aerodynamic Design
Using VSAERO results coupled with conventional approximations good results
were obtained for SHAMPO aerodynamic & flight derivatives analysis

Airframe Structure
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•CRITICAL ASPECT
•Highest structural efficiencies are required to minimise the
airframe weight and increase the payload mass
•Wide use of high modulus graphite/epoxy material to obtain a very lighthigh stiffened structure.
•Finite Element structural analysis.

HELIOS Mishap investigation
On 26 June 2003 during a fuel cell evaluation flight test, the NASA Helios prototype
crashed into the ocean several miles west of the Hawaii restricted Navy test range
Range Facility after 29 minutes from the takeoff, when it experienced control
difficulties that resulted in severe oscillations before Helios sustained some
structural damage and went down.
An interim status report released by the
Mishap Investigation Board July 8 2003
indicates the Helios Prototype appeared
to have experienced undamped pitch
oscillations that led to a partial breakup of
the aircraft in mid-air. The Board believes
the undamped pitch oscillations may be
related to the complex interactions
between the aerodynamic, structural,
stability and control, and propulsion
systems on a flexible aircraft. However,
this hypothesis is still preliminary.

HELIPLAT Scaled Prototype
HELIPLAT

ARCHEMIDE/
POLITO

CONCLUSION
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•Possible realisation of VESPASS at least for low
latitude sites in Europe and for 6 months.
•Showed feasibility of efficient aerodynamic tools
and of very light CFRP structural elements.
•Showed feasibility of HELIPLAT® prototype
manufacturing.
•Good correspondence between experimental,
analytical and FEM analysis has been obtained.
•Showed feasibility of very light HELIPLAT® electric
brushless motors.
• Showed feasibility of fuel cells–electrolysers
energy storage system.

I thank you very much for your attention
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